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Event Title: Beyond Boundaries:  Defying Tradition in Lyric Flash Creative
Nonfiction

Event Category: Nonfiction Craft & Criticism

Event Description: The brevity, accessibility, and fluidity of flash creative
nonfiction engage worldwide readers by defying conformity in language, form, and
content, but how does lyric flash nonfiction reinvent storytelling and use poetry to
break Western literary boundaries? This panel’s BIPOC, Queer, and multinational
voices will interrogate the interplay between poetry and flash creative nonfiction
with a focus on orality, mixed media, and how the lyric escapes the borders of
Euro-patriarchal forms.

Event Organizer and Moderator

Sayantika Mandal (she/her) is an Indian writer. She completed her MFA from the
University of San Francisco and is pursuing her PhD in English (Creative Writing)
from the University of Georgia. Her writing has appeared in Short, Vigorous Roots:
A Contemporary Flash Fiction Collection of Migrant Voices, The Citron Review,
Indian Literature, Cerebration, The Times of India, and others.

Participants:

April Gibson (she/her) April Gibson is a Black poet, writer, and educator. She is
the author of the chapbook Automation and her work has been published in The
Kenyon Review, Michigan Quarterly Review, Prairie Schooner, Crazyhorse,
Literary Mama, and elsewhere. April holds an MFA in Creative Writing from
Chicago State University and currently teaches English at Malcolm X College in
Chicago.



Kathryn Kysar (she/her) is the author of poetry books Dark Lake and Pretend the
World and editor of creative nonfiction anthology Riding Shotgun:  Women Write
About Their Mothers.  Kysar is a previous AWP board member and the founder of
the creative writing program at Anoka-Ramsey Community College. Her poems
and essays have recently been published in About Place Journal, The Mollyhouse,
Slag Glass City, The Under Review, and Voice Mail Poems.

Denise Low (she/her) is a former Poet Laureate of Kansas and the award-winning
author of 30 books of prose and poetry. For Essay Daily she is a curator for the
Midwessay project. She served as president of the AWP board 2011-2012. Her
Turtle's Beating Heart: One Family's Story of Lenape Survival is from the
University of Nebraska Press.

신선영 Sun Yung Shin is the author of poetry collections The Wet Hex;
Unbearable Splendor; Rough, and Savage; and Skirt Full of Black; editor of What
We Hunger For: Refugee and Immigrant Stories on Food and Family and of A
Good Time for the Truth: Race in Minnesota; co-editor of Outsiders Within:
Writing on Transracial Adoption; author of bilingual picture book Cooper’s
Lesson; and co-author of picture book Where We Come From.

Opening Remarks and Housekeeping Announcements

Good afternoon, and welcome to our panel Beyond Boundaries: Defying tradition
in lyric nonfiction.

Digging into the interactions between poetry and nonfiction helps us escape the
silos of genre and discover and reclaim organic and oppressed forms, structure, and
language. The liminal space between the two captures the transgressive nature of
the marginalized experience. Through a diversity of experience, geography, age,



ethnicities, and identities, this collaborative conversation will privilege BIPOC,
international, and queer voices escaping the confines of Euro-patriarchal structures.

So, tentatively, after a short introduction, every participant will speak for 15
minutes on how they envisage the flash nonfiction form to break barriers, and this
will be followed by a few questions. We will reserve the final 10 minutes for an
open QnA session with the audience.

Participant Initial Remarks

April Gibson: The veracity of nonfiction combined with lyrical qualities of poetry
makes lyric, flash CNF appealing to lovers of poetry and prose alike. The structure
makes it more accessible, and digestible. It is much easier to encapsulate certain
memories into a flash than to stand in them too long and see too much. The trick is
how much is too much or not enough. Lyric, flash CNF requires a delicate balance
of narrative and precise use of language (see poetry). The choice of language also
has its own balance between being accessible and possessing an emotional core. I
believe it is a form that works tremendously well for the non-linear nature of
memory, especially traumatic ones. Tragedy not only changes us but our
minds--mentally and physically. Lyric, flash CNF almost mimics, at least for me,
the way that I can and cannot remember. Even my nostalgia is selective. Pieces,
snippets, flashes, jumping through time and seemingly dimensions, yet all the
pieces create a world that makes sense of a life’s moment, or many moments at
once.

Kathryn Kysar: Rejecting the westernized necessity of plot/poetic arc allows
voice and image to be centered instead of sequential narrative action. Eschewing
imposed western forms of “poem” and “essay” gives rise to organic and natural
structures. Release from the constraints of the embedded patriarchal lens/gaze
makes space for uncentered genders and perspectives. Fragmented narratives
reclaim suppressed and oppressed voices, as fragmentation mimics traumatic
memories caused by colonialism, sexism, and gender conformity. Weaving
threads/strands of images/thoughts restore collective experience, heal the damage
of the patriarchal imperative, and remake memories through association.
Juxtapositioning deepens meaning by creating connections through proximity
rather than the plot.



Denise Low: Structures follow lyric, odic poetry: associative leaps, so movement
follows the mind’s process and uncertainty. A flash non-fiction piece unfolds as the
content shapes the form: “Instead of lecturing you, it invites you into the pathways
of the mind of a writer who’s examining, testing, and speculating” (Philip Lopate,
Columbia Magazine). Words themselves are sacred, carriers of collective memory,
and culturally important. The form encourages intertextuality and
polyvocality—adding other voices as exemplary, reifying agents, and points of
interest CNF connects to orality, as in a poetry reading where the backstory and
references set up a poem, only intermingled. It is more conversational and recreates
a storytelling context more fully than poetry alone.

Sun Yung Shin: I will discuss some of the ways I use educational and game forms
such as color-your-own maps and word find to isolate official language, such as in
my immigration and naturalization papers, and in words for materials used in
borders, in my flash non-fiction/poetry. My intent is to take the banal language of
the state and show the absurdity of its domestication when language is so often are
mediums of violence. As "authors" I believe we must work to understand forms of
authority, and as English language users, we must understand how our consent, our
participation in the normalization of certain types of language is instrumentalized
against the most vulnerable to borders and other forms of un-belonging, exile, or
protection. What is the cost of our non-attention to language?

Moderator Questions

1. Could we agree that the lyric flash nonfiction form can shake off the tyranny
of the arc/ plot by centering juxtaposition?

2. Lyric flash nonfiction, according to you, can both demystify language and also
uphold the sanctity of the word. Do you think these two positions can be
contradictory?

3. How do you think the absences or selective memory can co-exist with the
organic nature of the form?




